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Effects of Vocabulary Size on Online Lexical Processing by Preschoolers

Franzo Law II

Departments of Psychology and Communication Sciences and Disorders, University of Wisconsin–Madison

Jan R. Edwards

Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders, University of Wisconsin–Madison

This study was designed to investigate the relationship between vocabulary size and the speed and accuracy of lexical processing in preschoolers between the ages of 30 and 46 months using an automatic eye tracking task based on the looking-while-listening paradigm (Fernald, Zangl, Portillo, & Marchman, 2008) and mispronunciation paradigm (White & Morgan, 2008). Children’s eye gaze patterns were tracked while they looked at two pictures (one familiar object, one unfamiliar object) on a computer screen and simultaneously heard one of three kinds of auditory stimuli: correct pronunciations of the familiar object’s name, one-feature mispronunciations of the familiar object’s name, or a nonword. The results showed that children with larger expressive vocabularies, relative to children with smaller expressive vocabularies, were more likely to look to a familiar object upon hearing a correct pronunciation and to an unfamiliar object upon hearing a novel word. Results also showed that children with larger expressive vocabularies were more sensitive to mispronunciations; they were more likely to look toward the unfamiliar object rather than the familiar object upon hearing a one-feature mispronunciation of a familiar object-name. These results suggest that children with smaller vocabularies, relative to their larger-vocabulary age peers, are at a disadvantage for learning new words, as well as for processing familiar words.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to recognize a spoken word quickly and accurately is an integral part of language learning. Most children begin to recognize words in the first year of life and to produce words around their first birthday (e.g., Benedict, 2008). Early lexical development involves two related processes: acquiring new words (i.e., word learning) and recalling these words in meaningful communicative contexts (i.e., lexical access). Word learning involves associating sequences of
phonological forms with semantic meaning and then storing them in the mental lexicon, whereas lexical access involves quickly and reliably utilizing these associations. These two processes are highly interrelated and both must be employed by the child before one can say that the child “knows” a word; a word must be both stored in the mental lexicon and accessed during communication. Although the earliest research on lexical development in young children focused more on word learning than on lexical access (e.g., Diesendruck, Gelman, & Lebowitz, 1998; Hall, 1991; Heibeck & Markman, 1987; Moore, Angelopoulos, & Bennett, 1999; Smith, 1999; Waxman & Booth, 2003; see for review Waxman & Lidz, 2006), some studies have explored the relationship between lexical access and vocabulary size (e.g., Charles-Luce & Luce, 2009; Fernald, Perfors, & Marchman, 2006; Waller, 1993). The present study further investigated this relationship between vocabulary size and lexical processing patterns of preschoolers between the ages of 30 and 46 months.

Online Lexical Processing in Children

Much recent research has focused on lexical access—how young children quickly and reliably recognize familiar words. One widely used experimental paradigm for this research is the looking-while-listening (LWL) paradigm (e.g., Fernald et al., 2008; Marchman & Fernald, 2008), an adaptation of the inter-modal preferential looking paradigm (Golinkoff, Hirsh-Pasek, Cauley, & Gordon, 1987). In this paradigm, pictures of two familiar objects are presented on a computer screen and one of the two object-names is presented aurally (e.g., find the doggie). Reaction time (latency) of looking to the target is quantified as the time from target word onset to when a child first looks to the target image (measured only on trials on which the child was looking at the distractor picture at target word onset); accuracy is quantified as the number of looks to the target image relative to the total number of looks to either the target or distractor within a specified time window. Using the LWL paradigm in a longitudinal study, Fernald et al. (2006) found that both latency and accuracy of looking to highly familiar words improved systematically from 15 to 25 months. That is, during a time of rapid expansion in vocabulary size (Benedict, 2008; Goldfield & Reznick, 2009), children also become faster and more accurate at recognizing familiar words. An analysis of individual differences found that vocabulary size (both receptive and expressive, as measured by the Macarthur Bates Communicative Development Inventory (MCDI; Fenson et al., 1993) at the ages of 12, 18, and 21 months predicted both latency and accuracy of looking to familiar words at 25 months. In a study that followed children from 18 to 24 months from both low- and middle-socioeconomic status (SES) families, Fernald and colleagues found similar results as in the earlier study (Fernald, Marchman, & Weisleder, 2013). In this study, children from low-SES families had generally smaller vocabulary sizes than their peers from middle-SES families, a finding consistent with previous research (Hart & Risley, 1995; Hoff, 2003). Children from low-SES families also showed less efficient lexical processing than their age peers from middle-SES families, as evidenced by lower accuracy levels and longer latencies at both 18 and 24 months. Fernald and colleagues interpreted this result to support the claim that online lexical processing is linked to vocabulary size, regardless of whether differences in vocabulary size are related to endogenous child-internal factors such as individual differences in attention (McCall & Carriger, 1993), or to environmental factors such as the quantity and quality of linguistic input to the child.
Relationship Between Vocabulary Size and Lexical Processing

Speech perception models have suggested that increases in vocabulary size allow for more efficient, phonologized perceptual routines for word recognition (Curtin & Werker, 2007; Strange, 2011; Werker & Curtin, 2005). This has borne out empirically; Fernald, Swingley, and Pinto (2001) found that 18- to 21-month-old infants with larger vocabularies were faster and more accurate at identifying familiar two-syllable words when only the first syllable was presented compared with age-matched peers with smaller vocabularies. These results suggest that infants with larger vocabularies were able to use sublexical information for lexical retrieval. The ability to identify a word with only partial acoustic information is a necessary skill for rapid lexical processing that has been consistently found in studies of lexical access of adult populations (e.g., Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998; Grosjean, 1980; Marslen-Wilson & Warren, 1994; Smits, Warner, McQueen, & Cutler, 2003). Several infant studies also support the claim that larger vocabularies are associated with more finely detailed phonological organization in the lexicon. For instance, Werker, Fennell, Corcoran, and Stager (2002) found that 18-month-old children with larger expressive and receptive vocabularies were better than age-matched peers with smaller vocabularies at differentiating novel words that differed by only a single distinctive feature. Similarly, Graf Estes, Edwards, and Saffran (2011) found that 18-month-olds with larger receptive vocabularies showed a larger effect of phonotactic probability on word learning than age peers with smaller vocabularies. The effect of vocabulary size in language processing has been demonstrated within-subject, as well; bilingual children are faster and more accurate in identifying words of the language in which they have a larger vocabulary and more relative linguistic exposure (Hurtado, Grüter, Marchman, & Fernald, 2014). A similar relationship between vocabulary size and semantic specificity has also been found in children with relatively smaller vocabulary sizes, such as late talkers (Beckage, Smith, & Hills, 2010; Colunga & Sims, 2011, 2012; Jones & Smith, 2005) and children with specific language impairment (Sheng & McGregor, 2010). Thus, it may be that a large vocabulary leads to a better-organized lexicon, which in turn results in more efficient lexical processing.

Furthermore, it is likely that children with larger vocabularies have more robust lexical knowledge, relative to children with smaller vocabularies, even of words that are familiar to both groups of children. Recent research suggests that, for both children and adults, knowledge of new words develops gradually, rather than in a single fast-mapping context (McMurray, 2007; Smith & Yu, 2008; Vouloumanos, 2008). For example, Smith and Yu found that 12- and 14-month-olds gradually built up phonological/semantic paired associations for novel words based on statistical learning. If children gradually develop more robust lexical representations based on linguistic experience, then one would expect children with larger vocabularies (i.e., children who produce and comprehend more words in more contexts) to have more efficient lexical processing precisely because of these more highly developed lexical representations.

Lexical Processing and Encounters with Novel Words

Lexical processing involves more than simply processing familiar words; lexical access models have described novel word perception as the process of accessing the lexicon of known words, comparing these words to the novel word in question, and determining that this word is not yet
known (e.g., Luce, Goldinger, Auer, & Vitevitch, 2000; Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978; Vitevitch & Luce, 1998). A large body of research has shown that if children hear a novel word when presented with an unfamiliar object and one or more familiar objects, they will associate the novel word with the unfamiliar object—a process known as disambiguation (e.g., Golinkoff, Hirsh-Pasek, Bailey, & Wenger, 1992; Markman, 1991; Merriman, Bowman, & MacWhinney, 1989). There is some debate regarding the underlying mechanism that drives disambiguation. It is possible that disambiguation is due to the child not having a label for the unfamiliar object, and this lexical gap drives the association of the novel object to the unfamiliar object (Novel Name-Nameless Category (N3C) Principle: Mervis & Bertrand, 1994). However, at least some aspect of disambiguation is evident before the child has substantial language skills. Infants have demonstrated patterns of disambiguation and associations between novel object and unfamiliar object well before they have amassed a large vocabulary (Dewar & Xu, 2007; Markman, Wasow, & Hansen, 2003; Mather & Plunkett, 2010). This tendency may be independent of vocabulary size, but rather is guided by a preference for having only one label for an object (i.e., mutual exclusivity: Markman, 1990; Markman et al., 2003), or by the social-pragmatic assumption that the speaker is likely referring to the novel object when using the novel word (Diesendruck & Markson, 2001).

Although typically developing infants readily demonstrate disambiguation before acquiring a large vocabulary, a recent study by Bion and colleagues suggests that this ability becomes more efficient with age and that children with larger vocabularies are better able to capitalize on disambiguation in order to acquire new words. This study investigated lexical processing in 18-, 24-, and 30-month-olds using the LWL paradigm, but with a familiar and an unfamiliar object presented during each trial, and either a familiar word or a novel word presented aurally (Bion, Borovsky, & Fernald, 2013). They found a relationship between accuracy and age; the 24- and 30-month-olds, but not the 18-month-olds, were significantly more likely to look at the unfamiliar object upon hearing the novel word. This finding is similar to that of Mather and Plunkett (2009, 2010), who found that 22.5-month-olds, but not 19.5-month-olds, demonstrated disambiguation upon the first exposure to the novel word and unfamiliar object; younger children require multiple presentations of the novel word and object to demonstrate disambiguation. Bion et al. (2013) also observed that accuracy of looking to the unfamiliar object when hearing a novel word was associated with vocabulary size for the 24- and 30-month-olds. Children with larger vocabularies were even more likely to look to the unfamiliar object when a novel word was presented.

Lexical Processing and Differentiating Novel Words from Mispronunciations of Known Words

Although children readily assign novel words to novel objects, this ability is mediated by the degree to which the novel word differs from other words that the child knows. The more phonologically similar the novel word is to a known word, the less likely the child is to exhibit disambiguation (Mather & Plunkett, 2011). This parallels adult speed in word processing, which is inversely proportional to the number of phonologically similar words in the adult’s lexicon (Luce & Pisoni, 1998; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978). Furthermore, the child must learn to differentiate between phonologically similar words and mispronunciations of known words; upon hearing a production such as vaby or maybe, the child must determine whether that production is
a mispronunciation of baby, or a novel word. There are many opportunities for mispronunciations in children’s environments. However, in addition to mispronunciations, there are also many correctly pronounced words that differ from one another by only a single phoneme, particularly in English. Children need to be able to identify whether a word is familiar or novel quickly and accurately, even if it is similar to a word they already know. Children, as well as adults, have shown sensitivity to mispronunciations of familiar words, both behaviorally (e.g., Bailey & Plunkett, 2002; Ballem & Plunkett, 2005; Mani & Plunkett, 2007; Merriman & Schuster, 1991; Swingley & Aslin, 2000, 2002; White & Morgan, 2008) and neurophysiologically (e.g., Dutta, Styles, & Plunkett, 2012; Friedrich & Friederici, 2005).

Swingley and Aslin (2000, 2002) used the LWL paradigm to test sensitivity to mispronunciations of familiar words. Children were presented with pictures of two familiar objects on a computer monitor and heard either a correct production or a mispronunciation (e.g., baby or vaby) of one of the object-names. Swingley and Aslin (2000) examined responses of 18- to 23-months-olds and found that they were less likely to look to the familiar object upon hearing its label mispronounced, compared to correct productions, suggesting that children were sensitive to the mispronunciations. They also observed that the effect of mispronunciation was similar across the age range tested; furthermore, the effect of mispronunciation on accuracy and latency was not associated with vocabulary size. In Swingley and Aslin (2002), the participants were 14-month-olds and the degree of mispronunciation was manipulated by changing the number of distinctive features of the correct pronunciation that were altered in order to achieve a mispronunciation. Although the 14-month-olds were sensitive to mispronunciations of known words, they were not sensitive to the degree of mispronunciation. This finding is similar to that of Bailey and Plunkett (2002), who observed sensitivity to mispronunciations in the looking patterns of both 18- and 24-month-olds, but found no differences in looking patterns as a function of whether the mispronunciation differed by one or two distinctive features from the correct pronunciation. Bailey and Plunkett (2002), like Swingley and Aslin (2000, 2002), found no influence of vocabulary size on sensitivity to mispronunciation. Using the same paradigm, Ballem and Plunkett (2005) examined 14-month-olds’ sensitivity to mispronunciations of familiar and newly learned words, whereas Mani and Plunkett (2007) examined 15-, 18-, and 24-month-olds sensitivity to both vowel and consonant mispronunciations in familiar words. Both studies found that children were sensitive to mispronunciations across the experimental conditions, but that there was no effect of vocabulary size on responses to mispronunciations. However, the mispronunciation paradigm used in all of these studies presented two familiar objects within a trial (e.g., an image of a baby and a dog); thus, the choice of where to look, upon hearing a mispronounced word (e.g., vaby), would likely be biased to assuming that the mispronunciation is not a novel word.

White and Morgan (2008) modified the mispronunciation task to minimize this bias. In this study, a familiar object and an unfamiliar object were presented during a trial. There were three conditions for the auditory stimuli: correct productions of familiar object names, mispronunciations of the familiar object names, and nonwords. Thus, children had a choice of looking to the familiar object or to an unfamiliar object when they heard a mispronunciation. White and Morgan found that 19-month-old infants looked at the familiar object when its object name was presented and at the unknown object when the nonword was presented. Children looked at both the familiar and unfamiliar objects when the mispronunciation was presented, with a decrease in relative looking time to the familiar object relative to the degree of
mispronunciation. These results contrast with those of Swingley and Aslin (2002) and Bailey and Plunkett (2002); both of these studies found that latency and accuracy for mispronunciations were unrelated to the number of distinctive features that differentiated the correct pronunciation and the mispronunciation. The fact that White and Morgan (2008) but not Swingley and Aslin (2002) or Bailey and Plunkett (2002) found that children are sensitive to the degree of mispronunciation suggests that the paradigm used by White and Morgan provides a better measure of children’s sensitivity to mispronunciations. However, White and Morgan did not examine whether sensitivity to mispronunciation varied as a function of vocabulary size or age.

The Present Study

The purpose of the current study was to continue to explore the relationship between vocabulary size and lexical processing efficiency. We chose to test children who were somewhat older than the children in most of the studies cited above. With the exception of the Bion et al. (2013) study, which included 30-month-olds, all of the other studies examined lexical processing in children between 14 and 25 months. There are large differences in vocabulary size in the second year of life, but much of this early variability disappears by the preschool years (e.g., Paul, 1993; Rescorla, Mirak, & Singh, 2000). It is possible that early differences in lexical processing efficiency are related to this early variability in vocabulary size; these differences may be smaller or even disappear in preschool-aged children. Alternatively, these differences might continue to be observed or even increase with age.

This study adapted the paradigm used by White and Morgan (2008). This allowed us to examine three language skills within a single experimental task: (1) children’s identification of familiar words, (2) their disambiguation of novel words (i.e., their tendency to look to the unfamiliar object and not the familiar object upon hearing a novel word), and (3) their sensitivity to small phonetic differences (i.e., mispronunciations). This study explored three related questions. First, is lexical processing efficiency for familiar words related to vocabulary size in preschool-aged children? Second, is processing efficiency for novel words relative to vocabulary size in the same children? Finally, is processing efficiency for mispronunciations of familiar words related to vocabulary size in this same group of children? If the relationship between vocabulary size and lexical processing efficiency that has been observed in 18- to 25-month-old children for familiar words in previous research is related to the fact that children with larger vocabularies have more finely-grained lexical organization, then we would expect that there would also be a relationship between vocabulary size and lexical processing efficiency for novel words and for mispronunciations of familiar words. In particular, we would expect that children with larger vocabularies, relative to children with smaller vocabularies, would be more likely to look to the unfamiliar object when they heard either a mispronunciation of a familiar word or a novel word.

METHODS AND PROCEDURE

Participants

The participants were 34 children (17 female, 16 male) between the age of 30 to 46 months (mean = 37.4 months, SD = 5.26). An additional 5 children were run but were excluded from
the analysis (2 due to more than 50% missing data, 2 because of computer malfunction, and 1 because of inability to attend to the task). All children were from middle to upper-SES families (maternal level of education: 18 had graduate degrees, 12 had college degrees, 1 had some college, 3 declined to answer). All children had average to well above average vocabulary scores. The mean standard score on the *Expressive Vocabulary Test, 2nd edition* (EVT-2; Williams, 2007) was 128 (range = 106-149, SD = 11), and the mean standard score on the *Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, 4th edition* (PPVT-4; Dunn & Dunn, 2007) was 129 (range = 96-159, SD = 13). All children also passed a pure-tone hearing screening (20 dB HL at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz).

### Stimuli

Six familiar words were chosen based on a number of criteria. All words were one syllable in length and had a consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) structure. All words could easily be pictured and were familiar to at least 90% of 30-month-old children, based on data from the MCDI (*Words and Sentences, production*; Dale & Fenson, 1996). Six corresponding mispronunciations were also chosen by altering the initial consonant of the familiar words by a one-feature change. Six nonwords were generated, also having a CVC structure. Because there is some research suggesting a relationship between word learning and phonotactic probability (e.g., Storkel, 2001), the nonwords were matched to the mispronunciations of the familiar words on the basis of total phonotactic probability (CV + VC). Phonotactic probability was calculated from the Hoosier Mental Lexicon, using the procedure described in Edwards et al. (2004). See Table 1 for a list of target words used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CP</th>
<th>MP</th>
<th>NW</th>
<th>Familiar Images matched with NW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/s–I/</td>
<td>/sup/</td>
<td>/ʃim/</td>
<td>bed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soup</td>
<td>bamboo steamer</td>
<td>pastry mixer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fuz/</td>
<td>/ʃuə/</td>
<td>/giv/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shoes</td>
<td>chemistry flasks</td>
<td>golf club trolley</td>
<td>sock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/d–t/</td>
<td>/dɑt/</td>
<td>/veʃ/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>wombat</td>
<td>sextant</td>
<td>ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/toz/</td>
<td>/dɔz/</td>
<td>/fɾd/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toes</td>
<td>concertina</td>
<td>horned melon</td>
<td>cake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/d–g/</td>
<td>/dɑk/</td>
<td>/nɛdʒ/</td>
<td>car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rubber duck</td>
<td>rubber unidentified creature</td>
<td>universal work holder</td>
<td>car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g–ʃl/</td>
<td>/dʒ/</td>
<td>/ʃɛn/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girl</td>
<td>pygmy marmoset</td>
<td>bassoon reed</td>
<td>cup</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The visual stimuli comprised two sets of 12 pairs of color real-world images. Each pair contrasted a familiar object and an unfamiliar object, matched for height (333 pixels), animacy, and complexity/interestingness, based on the authors’ judgment. The familiar pictures were identified by 34 children (ages 2;2-4;0) to ensure that the pictures would be recognized as intended. All of the children who participated in the norming study were typically developing, based on teacher report, and were tested in their preschool classrooms. These children were asked to name the images, one at a time. Then each child was asked by the experimenter to point to the familiar image, presented with three other images. The selected images were labeled as expected, or were given a semantically-related label in open-set identification (e.g., “face” for girl, “food” for soup) and were all recognized by at least 32 of the 34 children in the closed-set identification. Open-set identification of the unfamiliar objects was also performed by a subset of 14 children (ages 2;2-3;0).

Pictures of unfamiliar objects were used if at least 75% of children either reported not recognizing the object or gave inconsistent labels (e.g., “bus,” hammer,” and “paintbrush” were some of the responses for bassoon reed).

A Tobii T60 XL eye-tracker (96 dpi) was mounted on an adjustable wall mount, so that the center of the monitor was positioned approximately 60 cm from the participant’s eyes. Each of the two pictures in the pair was presented within a 600 × 600 pixel gray box (a visual angle of approximately 15 degrees). Two pictures were placed next to each other, centered on the vertical axis of the screen, 100 pixels from the screen edge and 520 pixels from each other (approximately 13 degrees).

The auditory stimuli were recorded by a young adult female native Wisconsin dialect speaker in a child-directed speech register. Reinforcer phrases such as This is fun! and You’re doing great! were also recorded. Two tokens of each target item were selected. Stimuli items were equated for duration within a set of words (e.g., dog, its mispronunciation /tag/, and corresponding nonword /verif/) in Praat using the TD-PSOLA™ algorithm (Moulines & Charpentier, 1990). All productions were produced in carrier phrases such as Find the ____ and See the ____. To ensure that there were no coarticulatory cues in the carrier phrase, neutral carrier phrases (Find the egg, and See the egg.) were also recorded. Praat was then used to remove the word egg and to append the target stimuli, with 80 ms silence in between the target word and carrier phrase. These sentences were normalized for average RMS amplitude and were presented at approximately 65 dB SPL.

Procedure

The experiment was designed in E-Prime® Professional 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., 2010; Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002), which was used to interface with the Tobii eye-tracker. A standard looking-while-listening paradigm was used (Fernald et al., 2008). The task was presented to the children as “watching a movie.” During each trial the child was presented two images on the Tobii screen, one familiar and one unfamiliar object, with the left-right position of familiar versus unfamiliar images counterbalanced.

1 Two of the children who normed the images also participated in the experiment. Because they had previous exposure with the visual stimuli, however brief, the analysis was recalculated with their data removed to ensure that including their data did not significantly alter the results.
There were three trial conditions: in the Correct Pronunciation trials (CP), the familiar object’s name was presented. For the Mispronunciation trials (MP), the one-feature mispronunciation of the object name was presented. For the nonword trials, a nonword was presented. The nonword trials (NW) were presented with a different set of familiar/unfamiliar images from those used in the CP and MP trials, as shown in Table 1. These familiar images were also of CVC words known to at least 90% of 30-month-olds. Each trial began with both pictures presented in silence for 2,000 ms. After which, the carrier phrase and target word would be played. At 1,000 ms after target offset, a reinforcer phrase (such as This is fun!) was played. The images remained on the screen for another 1,000 ms. Trial presentation was ballistic, with a blank screen inter-trial interval of 500 ms. After every six to eight trials, the child saw a still-image traverse the screen from one of the edges to the center (e.g., an image of a butterfly, or a cartoon character), paired with a reinforcer phrase, such as You’re doing great! The reinforcer presentation was manually terminated by the experimenter. The participant’s position was adjusted, or additional feedback was given when necessary during the reinforcer presentation. The reinforcer phrases and presentations also served to minimize trial-to-trial redundancy inherent in the task.

Each child was presented with two blocks of 36 trials; both blocks contained 12 CP trials, 12 MP trials, and 12 NW trials (6 words of each trial type × 2 carrier phrases). Two additional CP trials were included at the beginning of each block, in order to familiarize the child with the task; these trials used different target words and images and were excluded from analysis. The subsequent trials were pseudo-randomized within each block, so that the first test trial was a CP trial, and so that no more than two trial conditions or no more than three identical carrier phrases occurred consecutively. The pseudo-randomization also ensured that CP trials were separated by at least three trials from their corresponding mispronunciations. All children were presented the same pseudo-randomization. Stimulus pairs were yoked for both the CP/MP trials and the NW trials (e.g., dog and wombat always appeared together). A total of 72 experimental trials were presented across the two blocks, with each target word presented four times.

Each block took approximately six minutes to complete; either the hearing screening or a portion of a standardized language test was conducted between the two blocks.

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

Most analyses of eye-tracking data have examined latency of first look to target or relative looking time to target. However, there are several limitations to these analyses. First, only about 50% of trials can be used in the latency analysis, since children must be looking at the distracter picture at word onset. Furthermore, it is difficult to determine how to use latency for analysis of the mispronunciation trials, as it is unclear whether the mispronunciation labels the familiar or the unfamiliar object. Finally, the accuracy measure is a relatively crude measure of comprehension that does not provide information regarding the changing pattern of eye gaze over time. Therefore, we decided to use a mixed-effects growth curve analysis of the eye-tracking data with the log-odds of looking to the familiar-object as the dependent variable, as proposed recently by several researchers (Barr, 2008; Mirman, Dixon, & Magnuson, 2008; Mirman, Yee, Blumstein, & Magnuson, 2011).

The starting point for the growth curve analyses was determined empirically, as proposed by Barr (2008). We plotted the grand mean of all CP trials and found that 200 ms after target
word onset was the earliest time point at which the curves for the CP trials showed consistent upward movement. In addition, 200 ms is approaching the earliest time at which a child would be expected to plan and initiate an eye movement in response to the stimulus (Fernald et al., 2008; Haith, Wentworth, & Canfield, 1993). As the ending point, 1,700 ms after target word onset was chosen because a 1,500 ms window of analysis has been used in other looking-while-listening experiments with children as young as 24 months (Marchman & Fernald, 2008). Although the grand mean of looking patterns during CP trials may suggest that the maxima of looking to the familiar object was earlier than this time window, we chose to use a 1500 ms time window so as not to penalize younger children within the dataset who may take comparatively longer than the group mean to identify the familiar object reliably. In addition, using a curvilinear model captures the looking patterns of children who quickly identify the familiar image and then look away. The time window used for analysis included the presentation of the target word followed by silence and did not include the time during which the reinforcer phrase was played.

Data Reduction

Two areas of interest (AOIs) were defined by the pixel location of the gray boxes surrounding the two objects. The mean (x,y) coordinates of the left and right pupil captured by Tobii were then coded as 1 or 0, where 1 was defined as a look to the familiar object and 0 was defined as a look to the unfamiliar object. Eye gazes within the screen, but not to the AOIs were tabulated in order to quantify how often the eyes could not be tracked during the experimental trial, but were not used in analysis. Missing data due to looks away from the Tobii screen, blinking, etc., were interpolated within a 150 ms time window, provided that the recorded position of the eyes before and after the missing data point(s) were looking to the same AOI. This time window would be unlikely to include a saccade-fixation-saccade sequence where the untracked fixation was to a target other than the AOI (Inhoff & Radach, 1998; Radach, Heller, & Inhoff, 1999) and has been used in previous research investigating the eye gaze patterns of children (e.g., Wass, Smith, & Johnson, 2013).

Changes in eye tracking patterns over time within a single trial are inherently dependent, due to the physiology of eye movement. Due to the assumption of mixed-effects models that the observations of the outcome variable be independent, we used a binning procedure similar to that described in Barr (2008). Barr argued that using binning to calculate the log-odds of looking to the familiar image across multiple trials score will filter out eye-movement based dependencies of adjacent time point measures. In addition, this allowed for a more stable growth curve for each child that was less affected by missing data. We used three consecutive time points (an approximately 50 ms time window) across all trials of a given trial condition to calculate the log-odds of looking to the familiar object. This allowed for a maximum of 72 values for computing the log-odds for a given child, for a particular time bin (6 words per trial type × 2 carrier phrases × 2 blocks × 3 time points). The presence of extreme log-odds values (e.g., the log-odds is mathematically undefined if all eye tracks within a given time bin were coded as a look to the familiar object) was dealt with by adding 0.5 as an adjustment factor to the count of looks to the familiar object (numerator) and to the count of looks to the distractor (denominator) before calculating the log-odds (Mirman, 2014, p. 110).
As mentioned above, the data of children with >50% missing data across all trials were not included in analysis. After data interpolation, the subjects had approximately 20% missing data within a trial, collapsing across Condition (CP: 20% MP: 22% NW: 21%). Across 816 trials for each Condition (collapsed across participant), 19% of trials had >50% of missing data (CP: 18% MP: 19% NW: 19%). Approximately 8% of trials were completely missing (CP: 7% MP: 9% NW: 9%). There was no correlation between missing data (overall and >50%) and chronological age or expressive vocabulary size.

**Statistical Model**

We used the lme4 R package (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2013) to calculate two-level mixed-effects growth curve models with full information maximum likelihood estimation. The first set of models compared CP trials to MP trials to detect any difference in looking patterns over time for the two trial types. The set of images used in these were identical; the only difference between these trials was whether the initial phoneme of the target word was or was not the correct pronunciation of the familiar image. The log-odds across 31 time bins were used as Level-1 observations. As in Mirman et al. (2008), we modeled linear and quadratic time as Level-1 variables (Time and Time^2, respectively) in order to estimate the slope and acceleration of the growth curve. Equation (1) represents the Level-1 regression equation:

\[
Y_{t(j,k)} = \alpha_{0(j,k)} + \beta_{1(j,k)} \times \text{Time}_t + \beta_{2(j,k)} \times \text{Time}^2_t + R_{t(j,k)} \quad (1)
\]

\(Y_{t(j,k)}\) represents the log-odds of looking to the familiar object for a particular Child \(j\) on trials involving Condition \(k\) (e.g., CP trials) at Time Bin \(t\). \(\alpha_{0(j,k)}\) represents the average log-odds for CP trials, across all observation groups (e.g., Time Bin, Child). \(\beta_{1(j,k)}\) and \(\beta_{2(j,k)}\) represent the change in rate and acceleration of log-odds over time, respectively. \(R_{t(j,k)}\) represents the model residual. The intercept term \(\alpha_{0(j,k)}\) was allowed to be random, as well as the slopes for Time and Time^2 (i.e., these terms were expected to be different for each child and each condition).

If the time bins were analyzed, numbered as 0 to 30 for Time and 0 to 900 for Time^2, the analysis would result in a correlation between Time and Time^2 that would arise merely as a consequence of the numbering scheme. As in Mirman et al. (2008), Time and Time^2 were therefore transformed such that these variables were orthogonal to each other, effectively eliminating any correlation between the two independent variables. Another advantage of using orthogonal time was that the intercept term was not fixed to a particular time bin (i.e., Time Bin 0 would correspond to the same time bin for both Time and Time^2 using a traditional numbering scheme, but not when using orthogonal numbering); the intercept term can be interpreted as corresponding to the average shape of the growth curve.

As Mirman et al. (2008) point out, in a growth curve analysis of a between-subjects experiment, the “smallest grain of analysis is the combination of subject and condition” (p. 481). We included two non-nested random effects for all models: Participant and Participant*Condition. Time and Time^2 (i.e., the Level-1 variables) are nested within these random variables. Given that all participants received all three trial conditions, Participant and Condition are fully crossed. By including Participant in the model, it was possible to capture the variance that is associated with each participant. Participant*Condition captured the variability associated with the
dependency of the three log-odds values that was contributed by each participant for a given time bin. This second random effect is essentially an interaction between the random effect of Participant and the fixed effect of Condition. Inclusion of this interaction random effect did not change any of our interpretations of the model, but did yield a model with standard error measures that controlled for dependencies in the dataset that otherwise would have not been taken into account. The relationship between the crossed random variables is shown in Figure 1. In this figure, the bottom row of boxes represents the sets of time bins that each child contributed to each of three trial conditions, represented by the top row of boxes.

A series of mixed-effects models with varying Level-2 equations were computed in order to determine which Level-2 variables (in addition to trial condition) provided the best statistical model fit of the data. All variables were group mean-centered before analysis. First, two models were calculated with either expressive vocabulary size (EVT-2 growth scale values) or receptive vocabulary size (PPVT-4 growth scale values) as Level-2 variables, in addition to trial condition. The EVT-2 scores and PPVT-4 scores were correlated; including both variables in a single model was not feasible, due to multicollinearity. Because vocabulary growth changes exponentially over time, growth scale values (GSV) were used instead of raw scores because these scores provide a linear measure of each child’s expressive vocabulary size. That is, growth scale values, in contrast to raw scores, are based on an equal-interval scale and thus are more appropriate for tracking change over time in clinical settings, as well as for use in statistical analyses (Williams, 2007).

Equations (2) to (4) represent the Level-2 regression equations, where “CL” represents either PPVT-4 GSV, EVT-2 GSV, or Age as the child-level variable included in the model:

\[
\alpha_{0jk} = \gamma_{00} + \gamma_{0CL} \cdot CL + \gamma_{0MP} \cdot MP + \gamma_{0CL \cdot MP} \cdot (CL \cdot MP) + \gamma_{0Age} \cdot Age + U_{0j} + W_{0(j,k)} + \zeta_{0jk}
\]
\[ \beta_{1jk \text{Time}} = \gamma_{10} + \gamma_{1 \text{CL}} \cdot \text{CL} + \gamma_{1 \text{MP}} \cdot \text{MP} + \gamma_{1 \text{CL} \cdot \text{MP}} \cdot (\text{CL} \cdot \text{MP}) + \gamma_{1 \text{Age}} \cdot \text{Age} + U_{1j} + W_{1(j,k)} + \zeta_{1jk} \]  
\[ \beta_{2jk \text{Time}^2} = \gamma_{20} + \gamma_{2 \text{CL}} \cdot \text{CL} + \gamma_{2 \text{MP}} \cdot \text{MP} + \gamma_{2 \text{CL} \cdot \text{MP}} \cdot (\text{CL} \cdot \text{MP}) + \gamma_{2 \text{Age}} \cdot \text{Age} + U_{2j} + W_{2(j,k)} + \zeta_{2jk} \]

Since CP trials were coded as the reference condition, \( \gamma_{10} \) in the above equations represent the average intercept on CP trials across all children. \( \gamma_{10} \) is the average slope for Time, \( \gamma_{20} \) for \( \text{Time}^2 \) on CP trials. The other two equations represent the effects that the Level-2 have on the parameter estimates for Time and \( \text{Time}^2 \). It is useful to think of these estimates as interactions among the variables. The random effects of Participant \((U_j)\) and Participant \(\times\) Condition \((W_{(j,k)})\) are also included in these equations. \( \zeta_{0jk}, \zeta_{1jk}, \) and \( \zeta_{2jk} \) represent the variation of intercept and slopes for Time and \( \text{Time}^2 \) for Child \( j \) on Condition \( k \).

Finally, mixed-effects models including a measure of vocabulary size (either EVT-2 or PPVT-4), Age, and the interaction between the two as Level-2 variables were calculated. Because there is a high correlation between chronological age and growth scale values (a measure that is expected to increase with age), standard scores of vocabulary were used in these models. The Level-1 equation for this model is identical to Equation 1. The Level-2 equations are similar to Equations (2) to (4), but with three main effects instead of two (e.g., Age, EVT-2 standard score, and Condition), and all interactions among the main effects.

In the same fashion, a set of mixed-effect growth models were calculated separately for the NW trials. The NW trials were analyzed separately from the CP and MP trials because these trials were presented with a different set of pictures from the CP and MP trials and, as noted above, the familiar image was never named during nonword trials. The Level-1 equation was the same as described above and is represented by Equation (1). The Level-2 equations captured the effects of age or vocabulary size on the log-odds of looking to the familiar object over time (same equations as above, with the Subject \( \times \) Condition random effect and Condition fixed effect removed). Additional models with age, vocabulary size, and the interactions among the three were also computed.

In all models including EVT-2 scores as a measure of vocabulary size were consistently better-fitting models than models with PPVT-4 scores; therefore, EVT-2 scores were used as the sole measure of vocabulary size and models including PPVT-4 will not be discussed further.\(^2\)

\(^2\) We also explored whether receptive vocabulary size (PPVT-4 scores) was a significant predictor in the model. EVT-2 and PPVT-4 scores are highly correlated and both are also correlated with age. We included expressive, rather than receptive vocabulary size in the model because EVT-2 scores were a stronger predictor of performance than PPVT-4 scores and provided a better fit of the data for all statistical models calculated. Model fit comparison for CP v. MP trials: simple model with PPVT-GSV: AIC: 1892.7, BIC: 2034.1, full model with PPVT-standard and Age: AIC: 1911.2, BIC: 2120.3. Model fit comparison for NW trials: simple model with PPVT-GSV: AIC: 1195.7, BIC: 1260.1, full model with PPVT-standard and Age: 1186.2 1280.5.
It is computationally and theoretically difficult to estimate the degrees of freedom for mixed-effects model (see Bates, 2006, for discussion of this topic). We therefore analyzed t-scores assuming a Gaussian distribution (i.e., $t(\infty)^{0.05} > \pm1.96$ was considered significant). 3

PREDICTIONS

We expected that, in general, children would look to the familiar object for CP trials and look to the unfamiliar object during NW trials (i.e., disambiguation). We also anticipated that the MP trials would have a significantly different looking pattern compared with the CP trials, indicating that the children were sensitive to the phonological discrepancy between the correct pronunciations and mispronunciations of known words. Furthermore, we expected an interaction between vocabulary size and looking patterns; children with larger vocabulary sizes (as measured by the EVT-2 growth scale values) would look to the familiar object in CP trials and to the unfamiliar image during NW trials more consistently (indexed by the intercept), at a comparatively faster rate (Time) and acceleration (Time$^2$). Finally, we expected that children with smaller vocabulary sizes would be comparatively less sensitive to the phonological discrepancy of the mispronunciations and would have similar looking patterns for the CP and MP trials.

We predicted a convex-shaped growth curve for CP trials. Although this would be indicated by a more negative parameter estimate, Time$^2$ was inverted so that a more positive parameter estimate was interpreted as a relatively faster acceleration in the log-odds of looking to the familiar image.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the proportion of looks to the familiar object by Condition over time, collapsed across all 34 children. It can be observed that children generally looked to the familiar image upon hearing the correct pronunciation of the object-name and generally looked to the unfamiliar object upon hearing a nonword. For the MP trials, the proportion of looking to the familiar image was consistently close to 0.5, suggesting that the children, as a group, were equally likely to look at either image at any point during the MP trials.

Comparing Looking Patterns during MP Trials v. CP Trials

Two separate mixed effects growth curve models were calculated, each with a single child-level predictor: 1) a model with EVT-2 growth scale values and 2), a model with chronological age. In comparing these models, the model using EVT-2 growth scale values as a predictor was a significantly better fit; both the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) were lower for the model with EVT-2 growth scale values as a predictor [AIC:

---

3 The models were also calculated using an R package that approximated the degrees of freedom using likelihood estimates (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2013), yielding roughly the same p-values as listed in the result section.
EFFECTS OF VOCABULARY SIZE

FIGURE 2 Proportion of looks to the familiar object over time, collapsed across children. The zero-point on the abscissa represents the time point at which the onset of the target word occurred. The time frame of the trials used for analysis was 200–1,700 ms after target word onset.

EVT-2 GSV (1,887) < Age (1,892); BIC: EVT-2 GSV (2,028) < Age (2,033). See Appendix for additional information regarding model fit comparison. Moreover, no parameter estimates involving Age reached significance. Thus, the parameter estimates reported in this section were derived from the model that included EVT-2 growth scale values as a predictor. Finally, a third mixed-effects model including Age, EVT-2 standard scores, and the interaction between the two was also calculated to investigate the findings associated with expressive vocabulary, controlling for chronological age.

The direction of the parameter estimates were the same for all three models: the mixed effects growth curve models confirm that, as a group, the children were sensitive to the mispronounced target word; a main effect of Condition demonstrated that the log-odds of looking to the familiar image was significantly lower for MP trials, relative to CP trials \( \gamma_{0MP} = -0.98, SE = 0.13, t = -7.68, p < .001 \).

Changes in log-odd values as a function of linear time can be thought of as the rate at which the log-odds value changes over time (that is, as differences in slope of the growth curves). As expected, the overall slope for Time was significant \( \gamma_{10} = 2.39, SE = 0.36, t = 6.66, p < .001 \), indicating that the log-odds of looking to the familiar image increased over time for CP trials. The interaction between Time and the MP condition was significant; the slope was less steep, relative to the reference (CP) condition \( \gamma_{1MP} = -2.33, SE = 0.48, t = -4.83, p < .001 \). Indeed, interpreting the parameter estimate relative to the reference (i.e., \( \gamma_{10} + \gamma_{1MP} \) or 2.39 – 2.33), the parameter estimate was close to 0, confirming that children were equally likely to look to either the familiar or unfamiliar image over time.

The Time\(^2\) parameter captured the acceleration in change of log-odds. CP trials were positively associated with Time\(^2\) \( \gamma_{20} = 1.24, SE = 0.23, t = 5.40, p < .001 \), signifying a faster acceleration...
in the log-odds of looking to the familiar image over time. MP trials, in comparison, had a more flat curve \([\gamma_{1MP} = -1.76, SE = 0.32, t = -5.52, p < .001]\).

Focusing on the child-level independent variables, there was a significant interaction of Condition and EVT-2 growth scale values; children with larger expressive vocabularies were less likely to look at the familiar object for MP trials, compared to CP trials \([\gamma_{EVT-MP} = -0.03, SE = 0.01, t = -2.10, p = .04]\). Age as a predictor patterned in the same direction, but was not significant. Regarding the effects of expressive vocabulary on the change of log-odds over time, there was a significant interaction of Time with EVT-2 growth scale values; as the EVT-2 growth scale value increased, the rate of looking to the familiar image for CP trials also increased \([\gamma_{EVT} = 0.08, SE = 0.04, t = 2.13, p = .03]\). Again, Age patterned in the same direction, but was not significant. Figure 3 depicts the relationship between vocabulary size and looking patterns. As described above, vocabulary size was a continuous variable in the models run, but the children were grouped into three levels of EVT-2 growth scale values in Figures 3 and 4 for the purpose of illustration. It can be observed that children with EVT-2 growth scale values 1 SD above the mean (Figure 3, fourth panel) looked quickly and reliably to the familiar image during CP trials and showed a reliably different looking pattern during MP trials, relative to CP trials. In contrast, the children with EVT-2 growth scale values more than 1 SD below the group mean (Figure 3, second panel) looked less often to the familiar image throughout the duration of the trial and exhibited the least amount of distinction in looking patterns during MP trials, compared to the CP trials.

![Figure 3](image_url)

**FIGURE 3** Comparison of looking patterns for CP (solid) v. MP (dotted) trials. Participants were grouped into whether their EVT-2 growth scale values (GSV) was greater than 1SD below the group mean, within 1SD of the mean, or greater than 1SD above. Note that the data grouping by EVT-2 GSV is merely for illustrative purposes. The first panel shows differences in model fit, as a function of EVT-2 GSV. The next three panels include model fits, as well as the actual values (i.e., mean proportion and standard error for each time bin) for each group. Children with EVT-2 GSV more than 1SD below the group mean (second panel) showed significantly less differentiation in looking patterns for CP v. MP trials.
FIGURE 4 Comparison of looking patterns for NW trials. Participants were grouped into whether their EVT-2 growth scale values (GSV) was greater than 1SD below the group mean, within 1SD of the mean, or greater than 1SD above. Note that the data grouping by EVT-2 GSV is merely for illustrative purposes. The first panel shows differences in model fit, as a function of EVT-2 GSV. The next three panels include model fits, as well as the actual values (i.e., mean proportion and standard error for each time bin) for each group. Children with EVT-2 GSV more than 1SD below the group mean (second panel) were less likely to exhibit disambiguation in NW trials.

Although chronological age was not a significant predictor of performance, there was a significant correlation between chronological age and EVT-2 growth scale values ($r = .617, p < .001$). It was of interest to determine whether the results described above attributed to vocabulary size were still present when controlling for age. A third model including Age, EVT-2 standard scores, and the interaction between the two was calculated, and there was a significant main effect of EVT-2 standard scores, but not chronological age; children with larger expressive vocabularies were more likely to look at the familiar image during CP trials, had a faster rate and acceleration in looks to the familiar object for CP trials, and were more sensitive to mispronunciations. This pattern was even more evident for older children with larger vocabularies ($\gamma_{Age \times EVT} = -0.01, SE = 0.002, t = -2.35, p = 0.019$; $\gamma_{Age \times EVT \times MP} = -0.02, SE = 0.01, t = -3.10, p = .002$). This interaction is similar to the findings described in the mixed effects model with only EVT-2 growth scale values, in that the older children with higher EVT-2 standard scores were also the children with the higher growth scale values. This more complex model was not a better fit, compared to the model with only EVT-2 GSV [AIC: EVT-2 GSV (1,887) < EVT-2 standard score (1,889); BIC: EVT-2 GSV (2,028) < EVT-2 standard score (2,098)]. This suggests that, despite the correlation between chronological age and EVT-2 growth scale values, a model including only EVT-growth scale values was sufficient to estimate the eye gaze patterns of the CP and MP trials.
Looking Patterns during NW Trials

The NW trials were analyzed separately to examine the looking patterns when a nonword was heard. Again, two separate mixed-effects models were compared in order to explore the effects of the child-level independent variables on the looking patterns. A comparison of the two models again confirmed that EVT-2 growth scale values, rather than chronological age, provided a better fit of eye gaze patterns for NW trials; the parameter estimates including age were not significant, and the AIC and BIC were slightly lower for the EVT-2 growth scale value model \[ \text{AIC: EVT-2 GSV (1,187) < Age (1,188); BIC: EVT-2 GSV (1,251) < Age (1,253).} \text{See Appendix for additional information regarding model fit comparison].} \]

A model including both chronological age and EVT-2 standard scores was also calculated to investigate the relationship between expressive vocabulary and looking patterns during NW trials, while controlling for chronological age.

The mixed-effects models with EVT-2 growth scale values revealed that children were more likely to look at the unfamiliar objects (indicated by negative parameter estimates) during NW trials over time \[ \text{Intercept: } \gamma_0 = -0.93, SE = 0.1, t = -9.52, p < .001, \text{Time: } \gamma_{10} = -1.98, SE = 0.38, t = -5.21, p < .001; \text{Time}^2: \gamma_{20} = -0.9, SE = 0.27, t = -3.31, p < .001. \]

Regarding the child-level variables, children with larger expressive vocabularies were even more likely to look at the unfamiliar object upon hearing a nonsense word \[ \gamma_{OEVT} = -0.03, SE = 0.01, t = -3.28, p < .001. \text{Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between EVT-2 growth scale values and looking patterns to the unfamiliar image.} \]

The results of a third model with age, EVT-2 standard scores, and the interaction between the two also confirmed that EVT-2 standard scores were associated with more overall looks to the unfamiliar image \[ \gamma_{OEVT} = -0.03, SE = 0.01, t = -4.03, p < .001, \text{Time: } \gamma_{1EVT} = -0.06, SE = 0.03, t = -2.29, p < .022; \text{Time}^2: \gamma_{2EVT} = -0.07, SE = 0.02, t = -3.34, p < .001. \text{The parameter estimate for age did not reach significance, but there was a significant three-way interaction; older children with larger expressive vocabularies had a faster rate of looking to the unfamiliar image relative to younger children with high vocabularies } \gamma_{1Age^{EVT}} = -0.03, SE = 0.01, t = -4.47, p < .001. \text{In comparing the AIC and BIC of the model including only EVT-2 growth scale values and the more complex model including both age and EVT-2 standard scores, it is unclear which model provides the best fit of the data [AIC: EVT-2 GSV (1,187) > EVT-2 standard scores (1,162); BIC: EVT-2 GSV (1,251) < EVT-2 standard scores(1,257)]. However the more complex model suggests a significant association with vocabulary size and the rate of acceleration of looks to the unfamiliar image when controlling for chronological age. This was not apparent in the model including only EVT-2 growth scale values.} \]

DISCUSSION

This study was designed to explore the relationship between vocabulary size and lexical processing efficiency in children from 30 to 46 months of age. There were three main results of this study. First, we found that expressive vocabulary size was associated with eye gaze patterns for both familiar words and mispronunciations of familiar words. Children with larger vocabularies were faster at identifying familiar words and were more sensitive to incorrect productions of
familiar words. That is, they more quickly and consistently looked to novel objects rather than to familiar objects when they heard a one-feature mispronunciation of a familiar word. We also found that expressive vocabulary size was associated with eye gaze patterns to unfamiliar objects for nonword stimuli. Children with larger vocabularies looked more quickly and consistently to the picture of an unfamiliar object when they heard an unfamiliar word relative to children with smaller vocabularies.

The results of this study differ from the results of some previous research studies using the LWL paradigm in several respects. Unlike previous studies (Fernald et al., 2006; Marchman & Fernald, 2008), we did not observe a main effect of age on eye gaze patterns for any of the three conditions of correct productions, mispronunciations, or nonwords. The mixed-effects models including both age and EVT-2 standard scores lend further support to this finding. First, the main effect of EVT-2 standard scores remained significant, even when age was included in the model. Second, the group of children with EVT-2 standard scores greater than 1 SD above the mean included a large age range (N = 7, mean EVT-2 (stand.): 144.7 mean age in months: 34.7, range: 30-45). Similarly, the group of children with EVT-2 standard scores more than 1 SD below the mean also included a large age range (N = 7, mean EVT-2 (stand.): 113.4; mean age in months: 37.4, range: 34-42). The significant interaction between age and EVT-2 standard scores bolster the results observed regarding the relationship between vocabulary size and lexical processing. Given any particular EVT-2 standard score (e.g., EVT-2 standard score = 100), older children with this score would have a higher GSV (e.g., larger vocabularies) than younger children with this same score. As was demonstrated by the model that included EVT-2 GSV scores, children with larger vocabularies exhibited better performance than children with smaller vocabularies.

There are a number of reasons why the results of this study differ from previous research. Specifically, we used a different experimental paradigm (pictures of one familiar and one unfamiliar objects rather than pictures of two familiar objects), we relied on a different way of estimating expressive vocabulary size (EVT-2, a direct measure of expressive vocabulary size, rather than the MCDI, a parent report), and we used a different method of analysis (growth curve analysis rather than a latency/accuracy comparison). Furthermore, this study focused on older children (30- to 46-month-olds rather than 15- to 25-month-olds) and included a larger age range than most previous studies. Furthermore, the age range was continuous from 30 to 46 months, rather than grouping children into one-month age groups separated by three to seven months, as has been done in previous research. Having a relatively large range of age and vocabulary sizes made it possible to examine whether vocabulary size or age was a better predictor of lexical processing efficiency in this study. The fact that expressive vocabulary, but not age, was a significant predictor of looking patterns for all three conditions in this study suggests that the effects of age for younger children that were observed in previous studies may be related to non-linguistic age-related factors, such as attention.

The finding that children with larger vocabularies were more sensitive to one-feature mispronunciations than peers with smaller vocabularies provides additional experimental support for the claim that increases in vocabulary size result in more segmental, phonological representations in the lexicon (Curtin & Werker, 2007; Edwards, Beckman, & Munson, 2004; Werker & Curtin, 2005). Whereas Mayor and Plunkett (2014) found a similar effect of vocabulary size on the sensitivity to mispronunciation in a computational model based on the TRACE model of speech perception (McClelland & Elman, 1986), previous studies using this paradigm either did not find an effect of vocabulary size on eye gaze patterns for mispronunciations (Bailey &
There are at least three possible reasons why a relationship between vocabulary size and eye gaze patterns for mispronunciations was observed in this study but not in previous studies. First, the participants in this study were older: our participants were 30 to 46 months of age, whereas participants in the previous studies ranged from 14 to 24 months of age. It is possible that a larger range of vocabulary size than was included in previous studies is necessary to observe the effect of vocabulary size on the response to mispronunciations. Second, the current study used growth curve analysis to analyze the results, rather than examining latency and accuracy; growth curve analysis is a more powerful statistical technique for examining such relationships (Mirman et al., 2008; Mirman, 2014). A replication or reanalysis of data from the earlier studies would be needed to confirm or reject this explanation. Finally, the studies that did not find an effect of vocabulary size presented pictures of two familiar objects (Bailey & Plunkett, 2002; Ballem & Plunkett, 2005; Mani & Plunkett, 2007; Swingley & Aslin, 2000, 2002), whereas the current study, as in White and Morgan (2008), presented pictures of a familiar and an unfamiliar object. As noted above, if both pictures are of familiar objects, then a listener will be biased toward looking to the image representing the target word when the listener hears a mispronunciation. By contrast, that bias is not present in the current paradigm; when a listener hears a mispronunciation, the listener must decide whether it is a production of the target word or a novel word, perhaps allowing this paradigm to be more sensitive to detecting a relationship between vocabulary size and responses to mispronunciations. However, it should be noted that there is a limitation to both the White and Morgan (2008) paradigm and the paradigm used in the current study. In both studies, different sets of image pairs were used for the correct pronunciation/mispronunciation conditions and the nonword condition. Nonwords were never presented in the correct pronunciation/mispronunciation conditions and names of familiar objects were never presented in the nonword condition. This design meant that it was necessary to analyze the nonword condition separately from the correct pronunciation/mispronunciation conditions. Therefore, it was not possible to compare the correct pronunciation and nonword conditions directly. Based on eye gaze patterns at baseline, there did not appear to be a looking preference toward either the novel or familiar image, but it would be desirable to be able to evaluate this statistically during the time period after target word onset. However, that was not possible in this study, given the design used.

The relationship between vocabulary size and eye gaze patterns in the novel word condition is similar to the results of Bion et al. (2013) for 24- and 30-month-olds. Although infants have a bias to associate a novel object and a novel name well before they know many words, the results of this study, in combination with those of Bion et al. suggest that by age 2, N3C/mutual exclusivity has become linked to vocabulary size; children with larger vocabularies more efficiently associate novel objects with novel names.

The current study provides support for the growing body of evidence that differences in vocabulary size in young children are associated with differences in online processing of both familiar and novel words. Critically, these findings illustrate the interdependence of vocabulary size and vocabulary growth (Elman et al., 1996, pp. 124–129; Plunkett, Sinha, Møller, & Strandsby, 1992). Given that the average speaking rate is about two syllables per second, even small differences in lexical processing speed place some children at an advantage and others at a disadvantage with respect to word learning in particular and language learning more generally. Children with larger vocabularies process familiar words more efficiently, thus leaving them with more time
and greater cognitive resources for other aspects of language comprehension. In addition, children with larger vocabularies are also more efficient at differentiating between familiar words and novel words that differ by only a single phonological feature, and they are better at disambiguating novel words. Children who can quickly and reliably recognize a novel word as a “new” word will more rapidly add new words to their vocabulary. Unfortunately for children with small vocabularies, the results of this study are just one more example of the “Matthew Effect” in child language development. That is, children with larger vocabularies process both familiar and novel words more efficiently than children with smaller vocabularies, thus helping to maintain or even increase differences in vocabulary size over time.
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**APPENDIX**

Measures of Model Fit, Deviance, and Variance of Random Effects of All Mixed-Effects Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random Effects</th>
<th>CP v. MP</th>
<th>NW</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_0$ (Intercept)</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_1$ (Time)</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>0.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_2$ (Time$^2$)</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child* Condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{0,j,k}$ (Intercept)</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{1,j,k}$ (Time)</td>
<td>4.062</td>
<td>2.015</td>
<td>3.860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{2,j,k}$ (Time$^2$)</td>
<td>1.717</td>
<td>1.311</td>
<td>1.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{0,j,k}$</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df (Fixed Effects)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>1889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIC</td>
<td>2033</td>
<td>2028</td>
<td>2098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviance (REML)</td>
<td>1842</td>
<td>1837</td>
<td>1815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviance (REML)</td>
<td>1879</td>
<td>1882</td>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-Likelihood</td>
<td>–921</td>
<td>–918.3</td>
<td>–907.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>